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I. Introduction

A. Background and Qualifications

I am in private practice at the law firm of Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered, in Washington, D.C.
I joined the firm in October 1981 and have practiced at the firm since that date. For the past
38 years my practice has been almost exclusively in the area of tax controversy, and during my
entire career as a practicing attorney I have focused particularly on cases involving taxpayers
who have failed to disclose foreign assets to the Internal Revenue Service (the “IRS”), with an
emphasis on the failure to disclose foreign financial accounts. During the course of my practice
I have advised over 1,500 individuals and companies with offshore tax noncompliance issues,
in the context of voluntary disclosures, civil examinations, and criminal tax investigations, often
involving previously unreported foreign financial accounts.

In my practice I have become generally familiar with the civil and criminal penalty provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code (the “Code”) as well as its procedural and administrative provisions. I
am also generally familiar with court decisions that impact the tax controversy area and particularly
the area of unreported foreign assets and income. I am well aware of the regulations and relevant
form instructions regarding the reporting of foreign bank accounts.
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I am also familiar with the relevant provisions of the Internal Revenue Manual (the “I.R.M.”) and
with various IRS disclosure programs that have been implemented over the years, especially in the
area of foreign accounts and assets. I estimate that advising clients with respect to the reporting
and disclosure of foreign accounts or assets - in the course of an IRS audit or criminal investigation
or through one of these IRS programs - has represented well over half of my practice in the last
decade. Over the last ten years I have also participated in meetings with senior officials at the IRS
and the Department of Justice to provide practitioner feedback on the various disclosure programs
as they have been implemented and operated.

I have spoken frequently at conferences in the U.S. and abroad and written extensively on issues
relating to criminal and civil tax controversy, especially on issues regarding noncompliance in
reporting foreign accounts or assets. I am a member and Regent of the American College of Tax
Counsel, a past Vice-Chair of the American Bar Association Section of Taxation, and a former
Chair of that Section's Committees on Civil and Criminal Tax Penalties and Standards of Tax
Practice. I am also an Adjunct Professor at the University of Miami Graduate Tax Program. A
complete curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit A.

Caplin & Drysdale, Chartered has been compensated for my time a rate of $913.50, which
represents a 10% discount off of my normal hourly rate, and at the firm's standard billing rates
for colleagues who have assisted me in the preparation of this report. I have neither testified as an
expert at trial nor by deposition within the preceding four years.

B. Assignment

I have been engaged by the law firm of Clark Hill PLC in San Antonio, Texas, to provide an
expert report on certain issues in connection with the above-captioned case. I have been asked
to opine on the penalties imposed upon Mr. Bittner (the “taxpayer”) under 31 U.S.C. § 5321(a)
(5)(B), commonly referred to as a “non-willful FBAR penalty,” specifically on the questions i)
whether the IRS has complied with its published procedures in administering this penalty, and ii)
whether the IRS has treated the taxpayer consistently with similar matters that I have participated
in or observed in my law practice.

For reasons I shall explain, my opinion is that the IRS has imposed an excessive penalty on Mr.
Bittner when compared to its treatment of similarly-situated taxpayers, and it has violated its
internal policies in this case.

C. Materials Considered in Connection with This Matter
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In connection with the preparation of this Report, I have reviewed certain administrative filings and
pleadings relating to Mr. Bittner. Particularly pertinent materials include: i) the Complaint, Answer,
and Amended Answer filed with the Court; ii) the taxpayer's “Protest of FBAR Penalties” filed
July 5, 2017, with the Internal Revenue Service; iii) IRS Form 886-A, Explanation of Items; iv)
the “Bittner Appeals Case Memorandum FBAR Penalty”; and v) Letters from taxpayer's counsel
to the IRS Appeals Office, dated September 11, 2017 and October 9, 2017.

I have also reviewed certain IRS materials regarding various voluntary disclosure programs, and
certain provisions of the Code and the I.R.M.

II. Facts

As a threshold matter, it is important to note that in this case the IRS imposed a “non-willful”
FBAR penalty on the taxpayer and, as a result of that determination, I accept for purposes of this
report that the taxpayer did, in fact, act in a non-willful manner. In addition, I have accepted the
following facts as true:

• The taxpayer was born and raised in Romania. In late 1982, he immigrated to the United States,
where he met his wife Sherry. While he resided in the United States, the taxpayer, who has an
advanced degree in mechanical engineering, was employed as a plumber. The taxpayer and his
wife became naturalized U.S. citizens in 1987. Approximately four years later, in 1991, they moved
back to Romania, where they lived for twenty years. The taxpayer acquired valuable interests in
the fishing industry and other businesses and became successful in Romania during this period.

• While he lived in Romania, the taxpayer was unaware that because he was a naturalized U.S.
citizen, he was required to file U.S. tax returns reporting the income he earned in Romania and to
file information returns such as Forms 5471 and FBARs.

• It was not until 2012, after the taxpayer moved back to the U.S., that he first learned that he was
supposed to file U.S. income tax returns for the years he lived in Romania reporting his worldwide
income. He was extremely concerned about this and rushed to find someone to take care of his
tax compliance. He located a local CPA in Plano, Texas, Jeffrey Beckley, who advertised on his
website that he had expertise in taxation of foreign source income.

• The taxpayer expressed to Mr. Beckley a wish to file returns for every year that he was in Romania
to come into full compliance with the IRS. Mr. Beckley was apparently told by the IRS that only
six years were necessary, but Mr. Beckley did not act consistent with this information. Instead, Mr.
Beckley prepared 22 years of joint U.S. income tax returns for the 1990 through 2011 tax years,
all of the years the taxpayers had lived in Romania.
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• On each return, Mr. Beckley calculated a taxable income figure but offset that with an equal
amount, reflecting and disclosing that the U.S.-Romanian Tax Treaty exempted any tax. He also
attached a separate explanation that Mr. Bittner's income was not subject to U.S. tax under the
treaty. The taxpayer and his wife signed those returns and Mr. Beckley filed them in May 2012.

• Mr. Beckley also provided incorrect and incomplete advice to the taxpayer on the scope of the
reporting requirement for his FBARs, and eventually prepared and filed FBARs for sixteen years
containing a number of errors, including the fact that the taxpayer could have checked a box on the
FBARs (for the years 2007-2011) indicating a financial interest in twenty-five or more accounts,
and that further account information was not required to be reported.

• Had the taxpayer sought preclearance into the IRS Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program in
early 2012, he almost certainly would have been accepted, as he was not under examination and
otherwise appears to have met the “timeliness” requirements of the Program.

• After the taxpayer received income tax assessment notices from the IRS regarding the delinquent
returns filed by Mr. Beckley, the taxpayer engaged tax counsel.

• Following the engagement of new tax counsel in 2012, the taxpayer requested pre-clearance
into the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program, but the IRS rejected this request as untimely,
apparently, and solely, because the tax returns filed voluntarily by the taxpayer on Mr. Beckley's
advice had come under examination.

• Notwithstanding the rejection from OVDP, after extensive work conducted by the taxpayer's U.S.
and Romanian advisors and employees, on or about September 12, 2013, the taxpayer and his wife
submitted proposed amended joint U.S. income tax returns and FBARs for their tax years 2006
through 2011, which included a reasonable cause statement. These returns were assigned for audit
to IRS Revenue Agent Anh Reach, and a separate examination of the Forms 5471 was assigned
to Revenue Agent Holly Bishop. Both agents then issued extensive document requests.

• In response, the taxpayer provided written responses and electronically produced thousands of
pages of documents (over 1 gigabyte of data). The taxpayer also objected to portions of these
request on the ground that responding further would have entailed thousands of hours of work at
substantial cost, but the taxpayer offered to provide specific documents if asked. The IRS did not
seek to compel an additional production by summons.

• On or about June 30, 2014, taxpayer's counsel informally requested to Agent Reach that the
taxpayer be treated as having entered the then recently announced IRS Streamlined Offshore
Program which, because the taxpayer qualified as a non-domestic taxpayer under the rules of that
Program, would have resulted in no penalties being imposed. Agent Reach denied this request
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because the taxpayer's voluntarily-filed returns were under audit, and her notes reflect that she
told taxpayer's counsel that she did not want to permit the taxpayer to enter what she incorrectly
described as “OVDP” because she was “deep in the examination process...”

• On August 7, 2014, the taxpayer sought assistance from the Taxpayer Advocate regarding his
request to enter the Streamlined Offshore Program. On September 24, 2014, on advice from
Taxpayer Advocate, the taxpayer filed with Ms. Reach a formal written request and the required
Certification Statement of reasonable cause, seeking to have the taxpayer treated under the
Streamlined Compliance Procedures for U.S. Taxpayers Residing Outside the United States. Agent
Reach never responded to that formal request.

• Nothing further in any matter relating to the taxpayer was forthcoming from the IRS until April of
2015, when Agent Reach called taxpayer's counsel and stated that IRS Counsel wanted to schedule
a meeting to see if the case could be resolved. The meeting was held on April 14, 2015, with
IRS Counsel and Agent Reach in attendance with taxpayer's counsel. The meeting did not result
in an agreed disposition of the case, and subsequent to this meeting, Agent Reach proposed the
assessment of non-willful FBAR penalties totaling approximately $3 million.

• Believing that the taxpayer was treated unfairly, taxpayer's counsel sought a meeting with
more senior IRS personnel. This meeting was held on May 2, 2017, in Washington, D.C.,
between taxpayer's representatives and Nina Olson, the Taxpayer Advocate, Doug O'Donnell,
Commissioner LB&I, and a number of other representatives of the IRS and the Taxpayer Advocate.
Unsatisfied with the result of this meeting, the taxpayer declined to provide requested statute
of limitations extensions concerning the FBAR penalty. In response, on June 6, 2017, the IRS
sent letter 3709 proposing assessment of FBAR penalties. Two days later, it issued letter 3708,
stating that it had already assessed the FBAR penalties and demanding payment thereof. That letter
provided the taxpayer with the opportunity to request post-assessment IRS Appeals review of the
assessments, and a protest was filed. The matter was not resolved at IRS Appeals.

• On June 6, 2019, the United States Department of Justice commenced this action against the
taxpayer for the collection of approximately $3 million of non-willful FBAR penalties.

III. Preliminary Matters

Some background concerning the IRS's historic approach to the reporting of foreign assets and
accounts is important context for the opinion expressed herein.

A. Voluntary Disclosure Practice Generally
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The U.S. tax system is based on voluntary compliance, i.e., the expectation that taxpayers will
voluntarily self-report their incomes and self-assess the amount of tax properly due under the
law, and that they will properly report their foreign financial accounts, as required by law. To
encourage compliance and deter tax violators, the IRS and the DOJ have a variety of enforcement
mechanisms, including the power to audit and examine tax returns and assess (civilly) tax and
penalties and to bring criminal enforcement actions against those who knowingly and willfully
violate the law.

But for almost as long as there has been an income tax, the IRS has maintained a policy of not
recommending criminal prosecution against taxpayers who voluntarily disclose prior tax non-
compliance. The rationale behind the voluntary disclosure policy is to encourage compliance and
generate revenue and data for the IRS that otherwise would not have been collected. Because
the IRS has limited resources and cannot possibly detect and examine the substantial number
of non-compliant taxpayers, allowing a taxpayer to come forward voluntarily reduces the IRS's
administrative costs, brings the taxpayer back into the system, and promotes future compliance.
Moreover, when tax professionals, who are the “gate-keepers” for taxpayers seeking to rectify
prior non-compliance, see that the IRS treats those who seek to come forward to correct prior
errors on their tax returns in a reasonable and fair manner, such professionals will encourage other
clients to do so.

To be a valid voluntary disclosure: (a) the disclosure must be “truthful, timely, complete;” (b) the
income at issue must be from legal sources; and (c) the taxpayer must fully cooperate with the IRS
and make “good faith arrangements with the IRS to pay in full, the tax, interest, and any penalties
determined by the IRS.”1 Full cooperation of the taxpayer requires the disclosure to “be complete
and reveal all essential facts regarding the violation.” In addition, the taxpayer must “cooperate
with the [IRS] in determining the proper amount of taxes owed.”2

B. Background on the U.S. Government's Offshore Compliance Efforts

A summary of the IRS's most recent offshore enforcement efforts will help illuminate the conduct
of the IRS in imposing the FBAR penalties in this case and the punitive nature of the IRS's
actions in this taxpayer's case compared to the more lenient treatment afforded tens of thousands
of similarly-situated taxpayers, many of whom, unlike the taxpayer in this case, engaged in willful
non-compliance.

The taxpayer's case involves offshore disclosure issues similar to those addressed in a series of
IRS disclosure programs.3 Historically, U.S. persons have under-complied as to the reporting of
offshore assets, as is evidenced by the low compliance rate with FBAR filing obligations. For
example, the Treasury Department processed in excess of 1,000,000 FBARs for the first time in
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2015,4 but it is estimated that over 7 million U.S. citizens resided overseas at that approximate
time.5

The catalyst for the significant level of enforcement activity in the offshore area beginning
approximately ten years ago was the IRS's and DOJ's enforcement efforts against UBS,6 and the
related enforcement efforts into offshore compliance that followed. In that matter, UBS provided
the names of American account holders in connection with a deferred prosecution agreement7 and
the settlement of a “John Doe” summons matter,8 representing the first major crack in foreign
(particularly Swiss) bank secrecy in history. This and related enforcement actions led the IRS
to implement a series of special voluntary disclosure programs aimed at offshore activity, and
to address related issues, including issues concerning Americans living abroad and those with
footprints in both the United States and other countries who were faced with navigating two or
more tax and reporting systems.

C. IRS Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Initiatives

Following the initial February 2009 disclosure of accountholder information from UBS, on March
23, 2009, the IRS announced the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program (the “2009 Program”).
The 2009 Program did not repeal the IRS's long-standing voluntary disclosure practice, but
instead joined the concept of voluntary disclosure and its corresponding criminal protection with
a civil penalty settlement regime.9 The 2009 Program required that a taxpayer participating in the
program, among other things: (1) file six years of amended or delinquent returns, including all
international information reporting returns; (2) file or amend the previous 6 years of FBARs; (3)
pay the tax shown on the returns, along with interest and accuracy related penalties; and (4) pay
a miscellaneous offshore penalty of 20 percent of the highest aggregate value of the taxpayer's
offshore, non-compliant financial assets. The rules of the 2009 Program (and all subsequent
iterations) were promulgated through Frequently Asked Questions and Answers (“FAQs”). Of
note, the miscellaneous offshore penalty was intended to be in lieu of penalties for the failure to
file FBARs and information returns. The FAQs also set out procedures under which a taxpayer
could file delinquent information returns or FBARs without formally participating in the Program,
so long as the relevant asset or account did not produce unreported income for the taxpayer.

The 2009 Program ended on October 15, 2009. Approximately 15,000 taxpayers participated and
paid over $3.4 billion in taxes, interest, and penalties.10 Because of this success, and because of
requests from practitioners and individuals to continue the program, the IRS announced a second
program on February 8, 2011 (the 2011 Program). The 2011 Program was similar to the 2009
Program but required eight years of amended or delinquent tax returns, and the miscellaneous
offshore penalty was raised from 20 to 25 percent. Approximately 15,000 taxpayers participated
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in the 2011 Program and paid $1.6 billion in taxes, interest, and penalties.11 The 2011 Program
ended on September 9, 2011.

On January 9, 2012, the IRS announced the third iteration of its Offshore Voluntary Disclosure
Program (the “2012 Program”). For purposes of this Report, the biggest differences between the
2012 Program and its prior iterations was that the miscellaneous offshore penalty increased from
25 to 27.5 percent, and that unlike the prior two programs, the 2012 Program was open-ended.
Importantly, the 2012 Program contained “opt out” procedures to allow taxpayers who were non-
willful to avoid the imposition of the miscellaneous offshore penalty and to seek reduced penalties
based on their non-willful conduct and/or reasonable cause.12

On June 26, 2012, the IRS announced the Streamlined Filing Compliance Procedures (“2012
SFCP”). The IRS created the 2012 SFCP as a way for U.S. persons who resided abroad and
presented a low compliance risk to return into tax compliance. The 2012 SFCP was only available
to taxpayers who had been residents of a foreign country since at least January 1, 2009, and had
not filed any U.S. tax returns during that time. Participants were required to file three years of
returns, including informational returns, and six years of FBARs, but they were not required to
pay any penalty with respect to the value of their undeclared offshore assets.

In part in response to the widely held view among tax practitioners that the IRS needed to “widen
the lanes” for non-willful taxpayers to correct reporting violations involving foreign assets and
accounts, on June 18, 2014, the IRS overhauled the 2012 SFCP. It created a new two-part program
- Streamlined Foreign Offshore Procedures (“Streamlined Foreign Program”) and Streamlined
Domestic Offshore Procedures (“Streamlined Domestic Program”). Those programs remain in
effect as of the preparation of this report.

Like the 2012 SFCP, both the Streamlined Foreign and the Streamlined Domestic Programs require
taxpayers to file three years of tax returns, pay tax and interest (no penalties on tax), and file
six years of FBARs. The Streamlined Foreign and the Streamlined Domestic Programs, however,
also require participating taxpayers to certify in writing and under penalty of perjury that the
failure to report all income, pay all tax and submit all required information returns, including
FBARs, was due to non-willful conduct. Consistent with longstanding legal principles in the tax
field, the program instructions define non-willful conduct as “conduct that is due to negligence,
inadvertence, or mistake or conduct that is the result of a good faith misunderstanding of the
requirements of the law.”13 Soon after the announcement of the revised Streamlined procedures, a
senior IRS official stated that even “gross negligence” would not be deemed disqualifying willful
conduct.14
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Non-resident taxpayers are eligible to participate in the Streamlined Foreign Program, while U.S.
residents and non-residents who fail to satisfy the non-resident requirement could participate in
the Streamlined Domestic Program. A person is a non-resident if, in any one or more of the most
recent three years for which the U.S. tax return due date (or properly applied for extended due date)
has passed, the individual i) did not have a U.S. abode and ii) was physically outside the United
States for at least 330 full days. The Streamlined Foreign Program is open to taxpayers who have
failed to file U.S. returns, or who have filed incorrect U.S. returns, and it does not impose any
penalty (even including late filing or payment penalties). The Streamlined Domestic Program is
not open to non-filers, and it requires a taxpayer to pay a 5 percent offshore penalty on the highest
aggregate balance/value of the taxpayer's foreign financial assets that should have been, but were
not, reported on an FBAR or Form 8938 for any of the years cover by the Streamlined Domestic
Program submission.

Approximately 9,000 taxpayers participated in the 2012 SFCP, whereas the Streamlined Foreign
and Streamlined Domestic Programs have helped over 65,000 taxpayers come into compliance.

D. Changes to the FBAR Penalty I.R.M.

On May 13, 2015, the IRS published a memorandum (the “2015 Memorandum”) providing interim
guidance for open cases where the IRS was considering imposing an FBAR penalty. The 2015
Memorandum provided procedures “to ensure consistency and effectiveness in the administration
of FBAR penalties” and to ensure that they were “asserted in a fair and consistent manner.”15 The
IRS ultimately incorporated the procedures and policies from the 2015 Memorandum into sections
4.26.16 (Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR)) and 4.26.17 (Report of Foreign
Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR) Procedures) of the I.R.M. in November 2015, This was the
first update to section 4.26.16 of the I.R.M. since it was added in July 2008.

The non-willful FBAR penalty is limited by statute to $10,000 per violation, IRS examiners
have discretion in determining the amount of penalty ultimately asserted. To reduce the variance
that results from different examiners' view of the severity of a violation, the IRS developed
“mitigation guidelines” to be applied in assessing an FBAR penalty. These guidelines were found
in I.R.M. Exhibit 4.26.16-1 prior to the November 2015 revisions to the I.RM.16 Recognizing
“the magnitude of the maximum penalties permitted for each violation, the assertion of multiple
penalties and the assertion of separate penalties for multiple violations with respect to a single
FBAR form, should be carefully considered and calculated to ensure the amount of the penalty
is commensurate to the harm caused by the FBAR violation.”17 The I.R.M. reflects the IRS's
view that the purpose of FBAR penalties is “to promote compliance with the FBAR reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.”18
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The procedures from the 2015 Memorandum, which are now embodied in Section 4.26.16.6 of the
I.R.M., directed examiners to first determine whether the taxpayer met the mitigation threshold
conditions from the I.R.M. If the mitigation threshold conditions were met, the 2015 Memorandum
directed the examiner to calculate the penalty under the existing mitigation guidelines. If the
mitigation guidelines resulted in a non-willful penalty of greater than $10,000 per year, the 2015
Memorandum limited the penalty “for most cases” to $10,000 for each open year, regardless of
the number of unreported accounts. However, the 2015 Memorandum recognized that “for some
cases,” the facts and circumstances may indicate the need for a lesser or greater penalty. Therefore,
an examiner had the discretion to determine that the facts and circumstances should result in
no penalty, a single penalty not to exceed $10,000 for one year only, or a separate penalty for
each account and for each year.19 The 2015 Memorandum notes that “[i]n no event will the total
amount of the penalties exceed 50 percent of the highest aggregate balance of all unreported foreign
financial accounts for the years under examination.”

Because of the great discretion afforded examiners in determining the amount of the penalty, both
before and after the 2015 Memorandum, consistency in exercising this discretion for similarly
situated persons is of the utmost importance in achieving the overarching policy embodied in the
I.R.M.

IV. Opinion

A. The Penalties Imposed on Taxpayer are Inconsistent with
Penalties Asserted Against Similarly Situated Taxpayers

The penalties assessed here totaled $2.72 million dollars, exclusive of interest and other statutory
additions. This amount of the penalties strongly resemble the penalties assessed in civil and
criminal cases where the Government has asserted “willful” FBAR violations. The assessed
penalties here are also in excess of amounts imposed on thousands of other taxpayers who
failed to report foreign accounts, many of whom engaged in willful non-compliance. Prior to the
announcement of the 2012 SFCP, non-willful taxpayers residing in foreign countries, such as the
taxpayer in this case, could participate in one of the IRS's voluntary disclosure programs and “opt
out” or otherwise request a lesser “miscellaneous” penalty.

Non-willful taxpayers who participated in the 2009 Program could receive a lesser penalty than
that offered in the program (20 percent of the aggregate account balances in the highest year) if they
could prove to the IRS's satisfaction that the program penalty exceeded those that they would face
outside of the Program. Based on my and my firm's experience, and my understanding of similar
cases handled by colleagues, while there were few such cases, the penalty for these taxpayers
(which necessitated a finding of non-willfulness by the IRS) was almost always very low or zero.
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Under the terms of the 2011 Program, non-willful taxpayers were required to “opt out” of the
settlement structure to receive a lower penalty. Again, based on my and my firm's experience, and
my understanding of similar cases handled by colleagues, where the IRS agreed that the failure to
file FBARs was non-willful, the penalty imposed upon the taxpayer was either $10,000 (or less)
for each of the six years, or a penalty on each account (subject to the $10,000 limitation) for one
year. These amounts are far less than the penalties imposed upon the taxpayer here.

As a third category, non-willful taxpayers participating in a voluntary disclosure program whose
case had not been resolved when the Streamlined Foreign and Streamlined Domestic Programs
were announced in 2014 were able to request “transition relief.” If the IRS agreed that the
taxpayer's conduct was non-willful, the taxpayer would pay the same penalty required in the
Streamlined Foreign or Streamlined Domestic Program (as opposed to the 20, 25, or 27.5 percent
penalty in his or her respective program).

Had this taxpayer been properly advised in early 2012 and entered OVDP, once the transition
procedures were announced in 2014 the taxpayer most likely would have qualified for a no-penalty
disposition. He lived in Romania full-time and, as the Government has concluded, his conduct
was non-willful. (Indeed, even a U.S. resident subject to the terms of the Streamlined Domestic
Program would have owed at most a 5 percent penalty on his foreign accounts.) This makes it plain
that the penalty being assessed against him here is inconsistent with those of similarly situated
taxpayers-i.e., non-resident (or even resident) taxpayers who committed non-willful violations of
their FBAR filing requirements.

I do understand that the IRS's position here is that the taxpayer was not allowed into the Streamlined
Foreign or Streamlined Domestic Programs because he was under audit. I note that undoubtedly,
he was under examination solely as a result of the voluntary filings he made while represented
by Mr. Beckley. More broadly, many FBAR penalty cases generated outside these programs are
settled out of the public eye, and there are very few docketed cases where the Government seeks
to collect monies owed for non-willful FBAR violations, largely, I suspect, because the amounts
in most such cases are not worth the cost of litigation (or even the expenditure of government
resources to examine and collect). The amounts at issue in the cases that are a matter of public
record, however, pale in comparison to the penalties assessed here.20

B. The IRS Has Not Followed Its Procedures In Assessing FBAR Penalties Here

The amount of the penalty assessed here would not be consistent with the case of a taxpayer who
the IRS determined met the mitigation criteria set forth in the I.R.M. The IRS apparently decided in
this case not to apply the mitigation criteria. Based on my review of the record, this determination
is incorrect.
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To qualify for mitigation, the person must meet four criteria: (1) the person must have no history
of criminal tax or BSA convictions for the preceding 10 years and have no history of prior FBAR
penalty assessments; (2) no money passing through any of the foreign accounts associated with
the person can be from an illegal source or used to further a criminal purpose; (3) the person must
have cooperated during the examination; and (4) the IRS must not have determined to impose a
fraud penalty against the person for an underpayment of income tax for the year in question due
to the failure to report income related to any amount in a foreign account.

Prongs one and four of these criteria are not in dispute. The IRS examiner in this case concluded
that the taxpayer failed to satisfy prongs two and three, relating to illegal source income and a
lack of cooperation.21 As to the former, the IRS Appeals Officer stated that “there is no evidence
that the money in the foreign bank accounts was from an illegal source or was used for a criminal
purpose.”22 As a result, it appears that the IRS examiner made a material error in her review of
the case, and the source of the relevant funds is not a basis for concluding that the mitigation
guidelines were inapplicable.

As to cooperation, the IRS Appeals Officer notes disagreement on whether this factor is satisfied.
My review of the record, however, reflects that this taxpayer cooperated with the examination.
In describing the meaning of the cooperation requirement, the I.R.M. makes clear that a finding
of cooperation is warranted where the “IRS did not have to resort to a summons to obtain non-
privileged information; the taxpayer responded to reasonable requests for documents, meetings,
and interviews; and the taxpayer back-filed correct reports.”23 While there was disagreement
between the IRS and the taxpayer as to the scope and breadth of the agent's document requests,
the taxpayer produced voluminous data, offered to produce more, and importantly, the IRS did not
have to resort to any compulsory process to obtain additional information. I have not seen anything
that would lead me to believe that the taxpayer does not satisfy this standard for cooperation, and
in my opinion, the mitigation rules should have applied to this taxpayer.

Beyond the question whether the mitigation rules should have applied, the IRS Appeals also
concluded that “[t]he disagreement [over cooperation] .. does not impact the calculation of the
total penalty because a reduced, Level III-NW penalty under the mitigation guidelines would be
the statutory maximum penalty for nonwillful violations.” This conclusory statement, however,
does not offer factual or legal support for the extreme treatment of this taxpayer.

As the 2015 Memorandum states, the first step in ascertaining the penalty amount for non-willful
violations is to make a preliminary penalty calculation based upon the mitigation guidelines
that were in the I.R.M. prior to the issuance of the 2015 Memorandum - this is the “Level III-
NW” penalty (the $10,000 per violation statutory maximum penalty) referenced in the Appeals
Memorandum. However, the 2015 Memorandum goes on to say that the penalty under the
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mitigation guidelines will be limited to $10,000, “unless the facts and circumstances of a case
warrant a different penalty amount.”

The debate in this case of course is whether a different non-willful penalty amount is warranted,
but in my opinion, the IRS has, inconsistent with its general treatment of other taxpayers, and
incorrectly, determined that this case warrants more punitive treatment than a single $10,000 per
year non-willful penalty. Based on the available public record of penalty cases, and our firm's
experience, here, the IRS is treating this taxpayer in a manner consistent with persons who have
committed willful FBAR violations.

The taxpayer here is like many other persons who became naturalized U.S. citizens in early
adulthood and then returned to their home country to live and work. The taxpayer has spent most of
his life residing and making a living outside of the United States. He returned to the United States
in late 2011/early 2012, which was arguably the height of U.S. governmental efforts to educate
taxpayers on foreign tax compliance obligations and to enforce these laws.

The taxpayer made the unfortunate mistake of selecting the wrong tax advisoran incompetent
one - who failed to advise him properly on his compliance options. In my practice over the past
decade, I have seen numerous instances of clients who have come to our firm after having received
poor advice from other practitioners who had not been familiar with the IRS voluntary disclosure
landscape, or who may not have technically qualified for a formal IRS program but who wished
to come into compliance. In many, if not most, of these cases, especially where the taxpayers were
deemed to have acted non-willfully, IRS management has been willing to treat such taxpayers in
a manner similar to the structure of the applicable IRS program or provide relief similar to that
which could have been obtained in the Streamlined Program (or through Transition Relief). In
such cases the IRS in our experience generally has not imposed multi-million dollar penalties that
any competent advisor could have helped the taxpayer avoid.

In this case, the Government, on the one hand, has recognized the mitigating circumstances
surrounding this taxpayer's shortcomings with respect to his U.S. tax compliance by determining
that he acted non-willfully (even under the recent case law equating “willfulness” with
“recklessness” in the context of FBAR violations).24 Yet, on the other, it has assessed extraordinary
non-willful penalties in excess of $2.7 million, in stark contrast to the cases that I and my firm have
handled, read about, or heard about. The punishment imposed on this taxpayer is akin - if not more
severe than - the penalties assessed on those who the Government views as “willful” violators of
the law - that is, those who knew of their FBAR filing obligations but chose not to comply.

Further, it appears that the IRS Examiner has placed much weight on the fact that the FBARs filed
by Mr. Beckley reported only one or two accounts. IRS Appeals later found that Mr. Beckley's files
contained a document provided to him by the taxpayer that listed all of his personal accounts in
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Romania. However, Mr. Beckley never explained to Mr. Bittner that he had a reportable “financial
interest” in any bank account held by a corporation of which he owned more than fifty percent. Nor
did he explain that if he had financial interests, individually or directly through an entity, in twenty-
five or more accounts, he was required to report only the total number of such accounts and provide
no additional information. This shows that Mr. Beckley did not understand or communicate to Mr.
Bittner the rules regarding the reporting requirements for FBAR. Moreover, in my experience,
the omission of accounts is almost always a factor in determining willfulness v. non-willfulness.
Given the IRS's conclusion here that the taxpayer acted non-willfully, and my opinion that the
mitigation criteria should apply in this case, the omission of accounts should not be the basis for
the punitive penalty assessments imposed.

I am hard pressed to comprehend what more any taxpayer, including Mr. Bittner, could have done
to try to rectify his prior non-compliance other than what occurred in this case. The penalties sought
in this case are so far off the spectrum of what I and other practitioners in my firm have seen,
and even so inconsistent with oft-applied principles of sound tax administration, that I can only
wonder why this case is such an outlier. Irrespective of the reasons why, the non-willful penalties
sought against Mr. Bittner appear out of line with the norm of foreign account enforcement over
the past ten years.

In sum, in my experience, the facts of this case warrant treatment in accordance with IRM
provisions concerning “most cases involving multiple nonwillful violations.”25 The facts and
circumstances here do not warrant the disparate treatment that it has been afforded.

V. Concluding Comments

I fully respect and support the IRS in its efforts to enforce the nation's tax laws and to punish
wrongdoers in a manner commensurate with their conduct. I also consider the private practice of
tax law to include an obligation to promote tax compliance within the bounds of the applicable
law and other sources of authority.

In my opinion, notwithstanding efforts to maintain consistency in the treatment of taxpayers with
offshore issues, the IRS has erred in this case by “throwing the book” at this non-willful taxpayer
who in good faith attempted to come into compliance. The treatment he has received is unlike, and
far harsher than, that afforded to other taxpayers participating in a voluntary disclosure program
or under audit or investigations where the IRS determines that their failure to comply with FBAR
requirements is non-willful. Such conduct is unfair to this taxpayer and out of line with the result
experienced by tens of thousands of other taxpayers.
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